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Mont Saint Michel

CIDRE, CREPES AND
CROISSANTS
AND A CALIFORNIA 680

Footprints in the sand on Pen Hat Beach

Buildings in Dinan
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We take a brand-new Grand California 680, VW’s latest factory-built

A
We started our trip late on a Sunday in
October last year, heading out from Newhaven
on DFDS’s late night service to Dieppe with all
in hand for a smooth crossing. Our ferry was

earlier we were nursing hangovers from a big
night out in Brixton, we were excited to explore
a new part of the world.

testament to medieval vision and engineering.
You can see it from miles around and as you
climb up through the winding streets to get to
the abbey, you feel you have been transported
abbey, we had a lovely lunch in one of the many
eateries lining the narrow streets, although

Kingsize bed in the Grand California 680

One of many delicious Crepes

courts and if we had wanted we could have

which was just what we needed for an overnight
started along our route heading through the
amazed that it was only £6.50 including the
but this time, every town we came across
blasted down the autoroute as far as we could go,

a particularly sunny day, the beach at Pen Hat is
absolutely lovely and we even dipped our toes in
the sea. Exploring the local sand dunes, we came

the side of the road for a few hours sleep.
onboard table and chairs in the sunshine, despite
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Lakeside Aire in Châtelaudren-Plouagat
Amazing smelling Cidrerie just outside Quimper

D-Day memorial above Sword Beach

Exotic walled gardens of Quimper

Inside the abby at Mont Saint Michel

Cocktails in Rennes

Outside the Battle of Normandy Museum, Bayeux

British Military Cemetery in Bayeux

with a huge selection of Creperies, Boulangeries
sun on certain days of the year. Our evening was

to some of the best weather of the trip so far,
Cidre and were very glad we could sit outside

THE WHEELS

with six or seven other motorhomes.

The Grand California
680 was provided by
CamperVanTastic, London’s
leading luxury campervan
hire company specialising
in VW California and
Grand California hire and
accessories. Get in touch
with them at:
www.campervantastic.com
if you’d like to hire one of
their amazing vehicles for a
road trip to remember.
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by heavy rain and winds, but with the onboard
heating everything was nice and cosy inside. We

in its grand churches, parliamentary buildings
lovely quaint villages, although most places were

authentic Bretagne Cidre. We spent the night

which although they can be a bit inconvenient if

next to a family member’s holiday home that we
happened to be passing.
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time to try out more local cidre, wine and a
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Views over Sword Beach

Inside the Cathedral in Rennes

Aire camping in Châtelaudren-Plouagat

Setting up camp at Camping Des Gayeulles, Rennes

coast for dinner.
famous for its tapestry commemorating the

we got to eat fresh mussels outside in the
sunshine at lunchtime and watched a group
next day we still had time so we thought to

THE BOATS

headed up to the Normandy coast for the most

The Ferry crossing from
Newhaven to Dieppe and
back was provided by DFDS,
the four hour overnight
service had great food in the
canteen, a bar and the cabin
upgrade was perfect to get
long drive. We made up for
missing the Hypermarket
on the way back by taking
advantage of the great
deals in their onboard DutyFree shop. Discover more at
www.dfds.com
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structures from the temporary harbours that
were built in the war, only to be destroyed by

we realised too late that Sundays are still sacred

next stop, where many allied soldiers lost their
couldn’t be too annoyed with this, as we later

few moments to remember those who lost their
lives before heading to the next place along the
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